
A Response to A Brief Exchange on the Poetics of Politics, between Charles Alexander and 
Kent Johnson  

 
This exchange brings up some of the central issues of poetry today: How do we confront the political? 
What, exactly, is the political? How do we even talk about such things? 

engage in discussions of politics and political poetry in ways that not only respect the political nature 
of the work of others, but are also sensitive to our own blind spots about the privilege inherent even 

 

We see ourselves as political as the time and circumstances demand; others do not have such luxury. 
There are hundreds of poets writing powerful and relevant political work from positions of their own 
experience, po sitions that are fundamentally, sys tematically and co nstantly under attack from  the 
culture at large. As such, they are a force, they exert a force upon our culture to change those conditions 
of oppression.  To that end, I believe this answers one of the questions put forward yes, poetry does 

oice to and spread that most fundamental of political tools: dignity. 

In conversations with people (not just poets) I have come to understand that my white conceptions 
and expressions of the political can be anywhere from tone-deaf and patronizingly ignorant to even 
hostile and aggressive when I  attempt to keep the political conversation within my own sphere of 
interest. As a person who has been sensitive to issues of justice and equality for most of my life, and as 
someone who feels like he works actively to pursue those aims, such critique hurts, especially in that it 
rings true. A good deal o f my  work is po litical (or more accurately, about the po litical gestural, 
perhaps?) but, relatively speaking, I am not oppressed, not in any immediate danger. I can safely say 
that my inherent dignity is not under attack. (Here, I would digress about how I view my own political 
speech, including my poetry and my teaching as an attempt to engage with the political, to engage 
with others who have experiences that are not mine, which includes suffering.) 

The Oxford 
Book of Modern Verse (1936) as to why he chose to not include the poets writing of their experiences 
as soldiers in World Waas soldiers in World Wa
he was, and by extension we can be, when attempting to limit the political in poetry with aesthetic 
considerations; blind to the absolute falsity of such pronouncements, blind to the ironies which will 
turn such statements against those who utter them.  

When reading the work of others who have more direct reasons to write politically, I am more often 
than not blown away by the power of voices shaped by experiences that will never be mine. As a reader 
and as a writer, I am well aware that I do not have access to such struggles, and my own work is and 
will be fundamentally different because of it. Ultimately, these differences are of kind and not merely 
degree, though sometimes it is h ard to process that. What is most difficult, and what I view as the 



fundamental challenge to  writ ers co ming i nto the l arger conversation fro m positions within t he 
established, dominant culture, is coming to terms with how much not acknowledging that fact (that 
others mi ght have more to sa y, and their experiences may put th em in p osition to  sa y it mo re 
powerfully) can diminish my own work by placing my own conversation in the chorus of voices who 
seek to lessen the importance of the  
grounds.  

I find this experience (my reading) analogous to thinking about the voices of Soviet poets under Stalin 
and his heirs; for years I have been fascinated by imagining myself in some sort of samizdat world, 
where my words may mean life or death, or exile. I am more and more seeing this as a conveniently 
deracinated fantasy of oppression and the power of resistance. I said once, recently (at the launch of 
Resist Much, Obey Little, in Buffalo to be exact) that to a man in prison, a poem about a flower is 
political. As much as I meant it, I must acknowledge that I am not in prison, and like so much of my 
politics, it is an abstraction, a theory. To confess, that prisoner in my imagination is some generalized 
Brodsky, or perhaps Solzhenitsyn; someone far away in space and time from my snug nest in upper 
America. Imagining him is merely a conceit, a prompt for me to focus my own poetic and political 
imagination. Unlike others, who suffer directly, my only suffering is that I do not wish them to suffer, 
and that I hope not to suffer myself. This position is valid in its abstraction; I must embrace it, and 
ask for it to be welcomed in the larger conversation as exactly what it is. 

For a n art form which prides itself o n i nnovation, th is se ems l ike very  n ew te rritory abstracted 
discussions of poetics, or political poetics, or poetic politics all can become oppressions in themselves 
when they (we use them?) to turn away from broader, more concrete discussions of race, gender, sexual 
orientation and class. And even when we discuss such problems from without, when we talk a bout 
them, as things which really affect others, and not ourselves, we fall prey to our own traps of elitism 
and smuggery. What we need now is a way to create poems that listen, and not just tell, or even be. 
This seems like a ridiculous statement. How can this become possible? To be honest, I have no idea. 
I think it takes a lot of study, a real openness to other points of view, as well as a great deal of self-
reflection. And by self-

systematic refl ection o
poetics) does to oneself and to and for others. 

Recent events have many of us talking about the political and the poetic, which is good, though should 
not be such a recent development. It is said that Graham gestures toward the political without making 
it mait ma refers 
In l ight of the political landscape fra ught with a  kin d of un iversal e ngagement, how po litical 
can/should Graham be?  By stepping in, one makes a series of implied commentaries on the legitimacy 
of other, ongoing conversations whether we want to or not, and ignoring that fact can make those 
commentaries more insensitive and by extensio
and gesture are terms that need to be unpacked. The gestural can imply a kind of oblique relationship 

tral to 
the issue while still engaging in a conversation in which their role, their voice, is limited. I for one, see 



great worth in this kind of g estural stance, and thin k it should be som ething poets e mploy at all 
(historical) times, not just moments of political crisis. Such gestures may be ways to keep poetry and 
poets as constants in the never-ending political conversation.  Graham may stand tall in  the ivory 
tower at Harvard; as white and shining as that tower is, it is not a position from which she can co-opt 

 

If what is referred to is New Yorker, I have 
to say I l ike it
able to declare it successful or not personally I reserve such judgement for the poet herself, and can 
only reference my understanding of it. That said, I think it picks up on something real, a kind of 21st 
Century electronic anxiety. 

 In contrasting Levertov and Snyder with Paul Celan, we hit upon an essential, though elusive problem 
with political poetry, which is an attempt to discuss it on a sort of flat plane, with all poems and poets 
being somehow equivalent to one another. Celan writes what he does because it is an expression, an 
exorcism of his own experience as a vi
political poetry because no matter how upset they may be, or how righteous their position, essentially 

 to all of 
humanity, and as much as they bore a responsibility as citizens to speak out against it (as many of us 
feel about our contemporary political situation), the most brutal aspect of the war was not happening 
to them it was not their direct problem. Somehow this mixture of real and visceral anger and the 
abstract conditions which give rise to such anger too frequently result in poetry, or even commentary 
which somehow misses the mark, as art or even productive discourse. As we move closer and closer in 
the United States toward a political reality which touches us directly, in our health care, in our rights 
to privacy, in our ability to conduct ourselves as citizens, we should keep the focus of our political 
discourse not on what is manifest or gestural, but rather what matters to us, before we lose it. 

Part of the difficulty of political poetry is that is reactive pushing back against something we find 
unjust or unacceptable. For poets who are direct victims of oppression, like Celan, that pushback is 
part of survival; for poets like Levertov or Snyder (and myself, I am sure), manifestly political poems 
are the result of a set of conscious, abstract choices which tend to lead the poet away from his or her 
own authentic voice. Harsher critics may condemn poets engaged in this for engaging in academic 
exercises. Levertov and Duncan had quite the go-around about the place of the political in poetry, and 

 
spectrum, as art for its own sake usually winds up only with itself, and poetry for the masses can too 
often fool itself into a mode of pandering that drains it of any power. But these things are obvious. 

As I stated earlier, purely omes (i mmediately upon its creati on) implicitly 
political in reifying the status quo and marginalizing the (political) voices of other kinds of poetry. 
Seen from a different angle, this is what has made so much of academically centered experimental or 
avant-garde po etry so da ngerous; these movements, building their absolute fo undations on t he 
hermetic language of critical theory, within the deepest 
corners of university graduate departments. Pushing against the political can be seen as merely a part 



of an agenda to limit poetry to those who can come to it via its (ancillary) critical apparatus. In this 
light, such aesthetic dismissions of political poems, or even disparaging poets who stand outside of 
these rarified academic circles for the aesthetic choices in how they express the political intent of their 

t for seeking an 
audience (popularity) is evidence of how self-
world to m e, the first step in mak ing poetry manifestly political is im agining th at our po etic 
utterances are thrown out into the world, for everyone, not just those happy few inside the classroom, 
or at the AWP. Can you imagine Mayakovsky writing poems that did not shout down all of history? 
Blake? Plath? Wordsworth? Homer? Dante? Virgil?  

Of course, such attitudes must be moderated by considerations of craft. consciously political poetry, 
like all po etry which tak es itself to o serio usly, runs great risk o f be coming pate rnalistic, preachy, 
unaware of its flaws. The political can be defined as what touches us most nearly as individuals within 

όλις, city. Politics 
is a branch of philosophy which deals with how to live in community, how to function as a whole. As 
individuals, the political might just be what we care about most; what is outside of us, what limits us, 
what sets us free. As such, the political spurs us to states of being anxiety, anger, hope, which become 
spurs to  our imagination, to  o ur po etry. I think of o ld forms of t he a vant-garde, old forms o f 
experiment a s investigations into the states which g ive rise to t he poetic reverie, p erhaps. The 
political is a drug which gives us visions: of what is there, of what might come next. 

The political imagination is a poetic one. When Shelley elected poets as legislators, I choose to imagine 
he meant that he tasked us with bringing to light what is important about living in the community we 
call humanity. This means using our voices to call out injustice, yes, but also to craft a consciousness 
of all that we can and should be in this world. Such a view is not limiting, does not deny the right or 
left o f the po etical spectrum, does not bar e xperiment or a bstraction, does not tear down the 
poet/professor from his or her endowed chair, just as it does not mock with dismissive irony the kid 
at a poetry slam trying to tell it like it is (for her). In my imagining, there is a kind of non-reactive 
political sta tement getting ba ck to my  prisoner and his flo wer, his p oem is po litical in  that it 
positively asserts a value; perhaps that value is that beauty exists, perhaps that his ability to apprehend 
it is inviolate in even the worst of circumstances. To me, we are in difficult political times not because 
this person or that person has been elected president; not even because this person or that person has 
failed to warn us, failed to point out the evil, the danger. No, we suffer because we fail to articulate 

 

Perhaps the most radical political statement this imaginary poem makes is the one that all poems make: 
that they are written, that the poet has something to say, that the poem is the means to say it. All poets, 
I think, understand the inherent ridiculousness of their task: given the world as it is, who would ever 
think to write a poem?  

Yet, wYet, w  

 



 

What else is there to do, then, but write a poem? 
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